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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 
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www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley –Retired and living a well-deserved 

life of luxury  
 

PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                 027-273-7461  

VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 

SECRETARY Wayne Cartwright        022-1534-679  

TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 

CLUB CAPTAIN      Sel Melville                  027-482-3459 

BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook     021-123-6040  
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
Mike Sutton                                     

Sel Melville 027-482-3459  

Bryce England   

Brendon Robinson 

Lyndon Perry           021-0251-8474                                                   

Wayne Cartwright 022-1534-679  
 
WEB SITE Grant Finlay   
 
CLUB NIGHT:   Wednesday 9 November, 2022 7.30 pm  

VENUE:  Beerescourt Bowling Club 

 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton  

 
Club Night Theme: Dean Clarke on scratch building “custom designed 

working model engines” 

 
Club Themed Flying Days:  Nov 13 - Bi-planes and Civil Scale 

                                                Nov 27 – Float Plane Day, Lake D 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

Well, we have just had three great days of flying 

over Labour weekend and apart from a bit of wind 

late on Monday it would be hard to make excuses 

for not wanting to go fly. I managed to get a 

couple of hours in each day and apart from an out 

landing with my Decathlon when the ignition 

battery failed, it was a pretty successful weekend 

of flying. 

Our October club night was our Buy, Sell and Swap evening.  The 

membership turnout was very good with the largest gathering of the year. 

However it seems that maybe we have run out of excess gear to sell as the 

tables were noticeably emptier than previous years. There was a good 

selection of leftover gear from Laurie Chrystal’s estate and the majority 

of it went home with someone. All in all, a good night. 

Our November club night features a talk by Dean Clarke on scratch 

building “custom designed working model engines”. Dean has a history 

in engine design and construction of which he will be sharing a small 

insight into with us, along with showcasing a number of example engines 

on display. 

Our float plane day at the beginning of the month went well, despite the 

previous days weather casting a spell of doom upon the event and keeping 

other club visitors at home. The reality was the day turned out to be near 

perfect with hardly a breath of wind and definitely no rain! Everyone that 

turned up had a great day with just a couple of mishaps to mark the 

occasion! 

For November we have two club events planned. The first is our “themed 

aircraft” flyin club day on Sunday 13th November at our Reekers field. 

The theme for this event will be Bi-planes and Civil Scale, so dust off 

those models that have been in storage over winter and bring them out for 

a fun day of casual flying. Of course any other aircraft can be flown as 

well on the day, the more the better. We will also have a Notam for extra 

flying height on the day. Our other club day event will be Float Planes at 

Lake D (Kainui) at the end of the month. 
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October saw a number of events around the local district including 

Waharoa Warbirds, Scale Aerobatics at Galatea, Pylon, Float Planes & 

Vintage. The coming month see’s another busy calendar ahead with 

numerous events happening around our local area, so make sure you keep 

an eye on the website for any event updates.  

Stop press: You can stop looking for a Boat for float plane rescue duties 

as ‘yes’, we have found one. With a bit of searching of the net we located 

a suitable dingy/motor/trailer combination at a very reasonable price and 

within the budget set by committee. This will get it’s first outing at our 

final float plane event at Lake D on Sunday 27th November.  Like all good 

ships, we are looking for a suitable name to christen it with, so if you have 

an appropriate stunning, clever or eye catching name suggestion please 

pass it on to Gordon Meads asap and before the float plane event. The 

winner of “name the boat” will be suitably rewarded…with Chocolate 

Fish!!! 

A quick reminder to ensure that when you take the flying fields electric 

fence down you don’t leave it shorting out on the ground. This is the 

quickest way to ruin the tape and lose conductivity around the field, and 

can easily be evidenced with burn marks on the tape. Please take care to 

help prolong the life of the tape. 

Well that’s my report for the month, make the most of the long evenings 

and see you soon. 

Cheers 

Grant 
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Editors Ramble 

Dave 
Thanks to all those that contributed to this 

month’s newsletter. It is very much 

appreciated. This turns out to be a double 

edged sword in many ways as the more articles and pictures I receive the 

longer it takes to put the newsletter together, and with deadlines 

coinciding with good flying weather something has to give.  

So I find myself once more tapping on the keyboard when I could be out 

looking for thermals. Them’s the breaks I guess but it is always nice to 

know what’s happening around the regions.  

And for this month it looks like there has been more going on out of town 

then at the club field so it’s good to see everyone getting out and about 

now that the fine weather is finally starting to kick in. In most cases you’ll 

only get to hear about it if I receive information about it, so keep those 

reports coming in. 

  

Happy reading. 
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NOTAMs for NDC Flying in 2023 
Wayne Cartwright 

 

The Committee has decided to apply for NOTAMs for NDC flying of 

Vintage and Soaring classes during weekdays in 2023. 

National Decentralised Contests (NDC) have been organised by 

NZMAA/MFNZ for many decades, and they have a strong following.  An 

article in the last Flight Lines described NDC and more information can 

easily be found on the MFNZ website.  NDC caters for FF, CL, Soaring, 

and Vintage. The annual NDC schedule specifies the classes from each of 

these four categories that will be flown each month.  Historically, the NDC 

rules have restricted flying to weekends but this rule has been changed for 

2023, so that flying can take place on any day of the month. 

HMAC members who want to fly NDC FF and CL have always been able 

to do so at their own sites, but the weekend rule has prevented the two RC 

categories – Vintage and Soaring - from being flown because the mown 

strip is too busy with sport flying. The move to NDC flying any day of the 

month fixes this problem because Vintage and Soaring can easily be 

coordinated with sport flying on weekdays. 

Most of the Vintage classes and all Soaring classes need more than 400ft, 

so a NOTAM to 1200ft will be needed for NDC on one weekday each 

month.   

The Committee has asked me to coordinate this process.  Would members 

who are potentially interested in flying NDC Vintage or Soaring on 

weekdays in 2023 please contact me right away on 

rwcartwright4@gmail.com.  In each month, this group will then decide 

which day should have the NOTAM.  In practice, we will look out for a 

day that has forecasted good weather with about four days’ lead time for 

me to make the application.  If the chosen day turns out to be unflyable, 

the Committee is happy for the group to choose one other day during the 

month. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rwcartwright4@gmail.com
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Westland 

Pterodactyl 

Bruce Pickering 

 

Why would anybody name a new aircraft a Pterodactyl—of the genus 

Pterodactylus? (It is amazing what you can learn when you start 

researching some subjects). Whatever the reason, that is what Westland 

Aircraft Ltd named Geoffrey Hill’s series of tailless aircraft in the 1920s. 

Hill was born at the end of the 19th century and as a teenager he won prizes 

for model aeroplanes that he designed and made. Upon graduating from 

university he joined the Royal Aircraft Factory. By 1916 he had learned 

to fly and became a test pilot for the factory.  

When the war ended he joined Handley Page Ltd as their chief pilot and 

aerodynamicist, where he established a world record for flying a Handley 

Page W8 to an altitude of more than 4,000 metres (just over 13,000 ft). 

Later he joined Westland Aircraft, where he worked on his designs for 

tailless aircraft. A man of vision, he went on to design a variety of 

solutions to unusual problems, including how to cut the cables on barrage 

balloons. To control the flexing of long thin swept wings he also proposed 

the ‘aero-isoclinic’ wing*. But it is his penchant for tailless aeroplanes 

that we are interested in here.  
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Early in the history of aviation pilots were losing their lives when their 

aircraft stalled and spun into the ground. Hill wanted to design an aircraft 

that would not easily stall and spin. Inspired by the earlier work of J.W. 

Dunn, who was convinced that a safe aeroplane needed aerodynamic 

stability, Hill began to develop Dunn’s ideas. From his study of birds, 

Dunn believed that an aircraft with swept wings and no tail could be made 

stable; flaps on the end of each wing could operate both as elevators and 

ailerons.  

Assisted by his wife, in 1924 

Geoffrey Hill built and flew a 

prototype glider. Official 

interest was gained, so the 

following year it was fitted 

with a thirty-five hp Bristol 

Cherub engine and taken to 

Farnborough. There the 

Secretary of State for Air 

witnessed a demonstration. 

As a result, the Air Ministry 

funded the development of subsequent models and contracted Westland 

Aircraft to build them.  

The first example built by Westland, the 

Pterodactyl I was to the Air Ministry’s 

specifications. It was a braced shoulder wing 

monoplane with movable wing tips acting as 

both ailerons and elevators. Designated Mk I 

(A or B according to which engine was used), 

the first one flew in 1928. However, Mks II 

and III failed to gain acceptance. In 1931 the 

next model, designated Mk IV, and built to 

Air Ministry specifications, flew for the first 

time. It had cabin space for three people and 

the movable wingtips were replaced by 

conventional ailerons. Innovatively, variable 

wing sweep was incorporated to provide 

longitudinal trimming.  
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The final Westland built variant, Mk V, flew the following year. This was 

a two-seat aircraft powered by a 600hp Rolls Royce Goshawk engine 

mounted in the nose. It also had the addition of an unswept sesquiplane 

lower wing which was braced to the top wing. A complementary variant, 

the Mk VI with a pusher engine, was also produced. Despite its promising 

performance, rivalling its competitor the Hawker Hart, they were not 

accepted for production. Even so, design work continued with a Mk VII 

four-engine reconnaissance version, and a Mk VIII transatlantic airliner 

was also being developed. 

 

 

One wonders what was attractive about this aeroplane that was as unusual 

as its name. Well, Hill’s designs were intended to handle safely, without 

a definite stall point, which would allow reliable recovery without loss of 

altitude even by an inexperienced pilot. The wing was carefully designed 

with moderate taper and sweep, washout, and reverse taper at the roots to 

allow for better pilot vision. This resulted in a near stationary centre of 

pressure, ensuring stability in pitch without the need for a horizontal 

stabilizer, which in turn allowed for a short fuselage. Vertical fins and 

rudders achieved yaw stability but the exact arrangement of them varied 

between types. 

  

Would the Pterodactyl make a good model? Well, the prolific builder of 

the unusual, Chris Golds, thinks so. He designed a 1500mm span scale 

electric version of the Mk IV for a brushless motor. Sarik Hobbies markets 

a kitset of his model. 
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*Following is a published description of how an aero-isoclinic wing behaves: “Essentially this 
is a swept-back wing elastically designed so that the lifting loads do not affect the aerodynamic 
incidence. The aero-isoclinic property is dependent on the change of incidence due to torsion 
of the wing being neutralised by that produced by wing bending. The simple aero-isoclinic 
system used in tests consisted of a rigid aerodynamic lifting surface having the two essential 
freedoms, rotation about a swept-back axis, and rotation about a perpendicular axis at the 
root.” (The flutter properties of a simple aero-isoclinic wing system—N. C. Lambourne; A. 
Chinneck) 
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TSB Stadium Indoor Meeting 7th October 

2022 

New Plymouth Model Aero Club 

Alec Fuller 
 

Alec was kind enough to send in his report from the New Plymouth clubs 

recent Indoor flying event held at their TSB Stadium. A successful 

evening was had by a number of fliers, especially Matt Klenner with 

flights of over 3 minutes with his Hanger Rat. 

This is how he did it. Over to you Alec………. 

 

Wow, what an exciting nights flying we had. As part of the promotion of 

the meeting, I put it out there that maybe this would be the night when 

someone would break the 3 minute mark in Hanger Rat and wouldn’t you 

know it, - that is what we got. But I am surprised and delighted at who 

that person was. There were probably three possible contenders, Allen 

Lawrence, young Matius Hunt and Matt Klenner.   

 

The lucky man was Matt Klenner. He 

is a newcomer to Hanger Rat and 

stolen from the realms of Radio 

Control. Since building his first and 

only Hanger Rat, a couple of years ago, 

at a Build Workshop, he has had some 

great successes and as is usual with 

Hanger Rats, some flying meetings 

when his Rat just did not want to 

behave. He is one of those lucky 

people that have managed to better our 

Hanger Rat guru Allen Lawrence in a 

competition.  

After problems with his model not 

wanting to take off at the previous Matt Klenner with his 

anti-gravity Hanger Rat 
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meeting, he decided to try a radical trim change to see if he could change 

his fortunes. 

He has been following my often promoted trimming theory about using 

less incidence on the wing to give less drag and moving the C of G back 

from 50% to nearer 60-65%. 

 

 This time, following a discussion earlier 

in the week, he decided to try positive 

incidence on the wing and then moving 

the wing forward and backwards on the 

fuselage, i.e. moving the C of G until it 

flies again.  

Well, right from his first test flights, he 

was feeling bouyant and almost excited. 

Takeoffs were good and it wasn’t 

stalling out on launch. His first official 

flight was an impressive 2 minutes 39 

second, just a little way under the rafters. 

He was a man on a mission and almost 

sensed that success was within his grasp. 

Another 100 turns to 1700 and he was 

ready to fly again. Climb out from launch was unusual and impressive at 

about 30 degrees with the torque from the motor twisting the wings over 

to the left as it was circling to the right, an unusual sight. After the initial 

surge of power, the climb flattened out to a more sedate climb from half 

way up, on to the rafters at the 12 or 13 metre mark.  

 

He managed the fly through the rafter support beams above the arch and 

then found clear air with anticipation growing with every passing second. 

The timekeeper was announcing the time 2 minutes, still scraping the 

rafters, 2 minutes 30seconds and below the rafters now, 2 minutes 50 

seconds and still 1/2 of the height up there. He was going to do it ! There 

were great shouts of joy and jubilation from a very excited Matt as the 

timekeeper announced that 3 minutes had passed. Everybody present was 

offering their congratulations and the model hadn't even landed yet !. It 

sure was a great moment. Well done Matt. You visualized that 3 minute 

goal and nailed it, with a 3 min 15 sec flight. And just to show it wasn’t a 

Alec Fuller winding 

his Hanger Rat 
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fluke, followed it up with a 3 minute 9 sec flight that was marred a little 

by a collision with a light fitting hanging from the rafters. 

 

There is nothing unusual about this model, it is built from a standard kit 

from Avetek (now Hanger One sells them) and weighs about 6.5-7.0g and 

flying on the normal loop of 3/32nd, made from a Yard (36 inches) of 

rubber. 

 
 

 

Overall another great indoor meeting with some memorable moments, 

Matt Klenner doing 3 minutes 15 seconds in Hanger Rat, that was amazing. 

And seeing the new style under-arm toss launch, breathing new life into 

indoor chucky- very cool. 

Thanks, everybody who made the effort to build and fly models on the 

night. 

 

Alec’s report is extensive and covers some excellent tips and handy 

hints for getting your Hanger Rat to perform. If you wish to read 

Alec’s full report please get in touch with him via the NPMAC. 

 

Is there anyone in HMAC that can break 3min 15 seconds? I can see 

an Inter-club challenge coming on. 

New Plymouth’s Ross Giddy. 

Best known to HMAC members 

for his float plane visits 

Rod’s 

Hornets 
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Spring champs at New Plymouth  

22-23rd October 2022 
Brendon Robinson 

 
Held at the New Plymouth Control line site in stunning fine weather.  

A great turn out of flyers and a great competition.   

A few issues with my models during the weekend, a stripped engine 

mount on my sport jet, Wing came lose on my Classic FAI model after a 

very quick catch, Broken conrod in my slow goodyear engine and a tank 

leak in my open jet model after blowing a petal valve during a timed run.   

Most photos are by Gerald Wimmer as I was too busy flying to take any 

photos. 

Thanks to the New Plymouth Club for a well prepared venue. 

Results :- 

 

 
  

 

The mountain all weekend – Photo 

by Rob Wallace 
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Left – The Stunt Flyers Group  

Right - Kevin Barnes with his Classic Stunt Model 
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Top - The stunning grass circle at New Plymouth 

 

Middle - Andrew Robinson has just released the model after a pitstop, 

for Otto Wimmer 

 

Bottom - Andrew Robinson has just released the model after a pitstop, 

for Otto Wimmer 
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Left - Don Robinson’s original 1968 Classic A team Race model 

powered by a Oliver Mk3 

Right - The Broken Conrod 
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SUPER DECATHLON—DYNAFLITE 

Wingspan: 89in (2260mm)  

Engine: RCGF 30 

Smoker pump and tank fitted 

All servos, tank etc fitted  

Requires receiver and all batteries 

Dynaflite produces excellent kits, and the Decathlon is a good example. 

Very easy to fly, this model looks great leaving a smoke trail. For seven 

years it has been one of my favourites and has had much airtime. But now 

circumstances have forced me to sell this and other models. 

I will consider an arrangement to deliver the model within 300km from 

Dargaville to cover cost of fuel. 

$850.00 

Please contact Bruce 

021 238 3572 

bpickering@slingshot.co.nz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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SUPER SKYBOLT—from GREAT PLANES design 

Wingspan: 81in (2050mm) 

Engine: RCGF 56 brand new, never flown 

Eight servos 

Smoker pump and tank fitted 

Fuel tank 

Requires receiver and all batteries 

This model is a scaled up from the plans of the popular Great Planes 57in 

model which was a great flyer. The total cost of materials to build this 

model was $1365.89—I kept an accurate accounting! 

I will consider an arrangement to deliver the model within 300km from 

Dargaville to cover cost of fuel. 

$1100.00 

Please contact Bruce 

012 238 3572  

bpickering@slingshot.co.nz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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PITTS M-12s—GREAT PLANES  

Wingspan: 68.5in (1740mm)  

Engine: RCGF 56—brand new, installed but not run 

All servos, tank etc fitted  

The original foam wheels are replaced with Sullivan Skylite wheels 

Wheel pants (damaged) are included  

Requires receiver and all batteries 

The original undercarriage mounting on theses ARF’s was quite weak. 

The inevitable hard landing caused the gear to depart from the airframe, 

causing some holes in the covering. The mounting is now installed 

properly with adequate strength and the covering is repaired—the red is 

not quite the same as the original.  The cowl also had minor damage on 

the bottom and has been repaired but the repair has not been painted. This 

is a very nice model to fly.  

I will consider an arrangement to deliver the model within 300km from 

Dargaville to cover cost of fuel. 

$795.00 

Please contact Bruce 

021 238 3572 

bpickering@slingshot.co.nz 

 

 

mailto:bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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1/5  Hanger 9 Carbon Cub 

 

Complete ready to fly at the field or the lake. 

Includes Hanger 9 float kit and standard undercarriage. 

Powered by a New Planet hobby 120 four-stroke engine including 

onboard glow system.  Just add RX and batteries to fly. Will include 

standard Carbon cub spinner. 

This aircraft is in complete mint condition, has been flown off the water 

and the flying field, flys extremely well. 

$1500ono. 

Contact Justin Whalley 0211633640 

New Plymouth 
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MOTORS FOR SALE 

 

RCG 15  In reasonable condition, no muffler    $85 

NGH GT17  Used, in good condition   $120 

DLE 20  Had very little use, in very good condition   $245 

RCG 30 Brand new in box, never run   $235 

Starter, Sullivan Dynatron Super Hi-Torque $65 

Will consider reasonable offers 

Please contact Bruce 

0212383572 

bpickering@slingshot.co.nz 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

HMAC Club Notice 
 

 

The Committee has decided that HMAC will host three Rallies in 2023.  

These will be low-key events on our usual themed Club Days, to which 

other clubs will be invited. 

The themes and dates are: 

 

12 February:    HMAC Summer Rally for Gliders, Vintage, and 

Aerotow 

 

23 April:    HMAC Scale Rally 

 

15 September:  HMAC Spring Rally for Gliders, Vintage, and 

Aerotow 

 

Full announcements for the Summer Rally for Gliders, Vintage and 

Aerotow and the Scale Rally are in this issue of Flight Lines.  This will be 

sent to other clubs, but please spread the word personally as well. 

 

 

mailto:bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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Warbirds over Waharoa 

Alan 
 

Not many turned up on Saturday as it was a very cold morning with a 

cross wind but we all flew throughout the day. 

Myself, Gordon and Grant flew our WW1 models and were able to fly 

into the wind. 

Grant had some engine problems with his model, he also flew the Tiger 

Moth. 

Gordon advised that a few others did turn up on the Sunday and the wind 

was nearly up and down the strip . 

 

Cheers Alan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alan’s WWI Fokker 

alongside Gordon’s 

Sopwith Pup 
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Grant’s Air force for the day 
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Baldrick 

Alan 

The pit area 
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Gordon 

Frazer and Baldrick 
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IMAC @ Galatea – 2023 Season Opener !! 

October 9, 2022 Frazer Briggs IMAC  

 

 

The first competition of the 2023 summer season of Aerobatics got 

underway on October 7/8/9 2022. 

Now some of you might be thinking, hang on … what clown has gone and 

scheduled IMAC on the same weekend as the Bathurst V8 race ? This was 

not done intentionally, the previous years we’ve had this season opening 

comp on the first weekend of October. However it’s just as well we moved 

it on by a week, cause the previous weekend was a total washout. 

Suffice to say, the weather in Galatea was superb. Again !!! 

A few of the usual suspects arrived on Friday to get some field prep done, 

and plug in a few cheeky practise flights. Great to see Jon Berger and son 

Ryan had made the trip from Warkworth, 5 hours drive south, they were 

the first to get to the field. Ryan was so busy practicing Basic, that on 

G Town group photo 

https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/2022/10/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/author/bogan/
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/category/imac/
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Friday he had almost burned through all his fuel, and we had to make a 

call to get someone that hadn’t left yet to throw some more in. They don’t 

have 15% nitro brew fuel for an OS160 at the local shop, all they have is 

cheese burgers !! 

 

Friday night back at the 

Lodge, more people 

arrived as the night 

evolved. Some went to bed 

early. Some did not !! 

Saturday morning, the fog 

burned off quickly, 

although the CD was 

feeling a little foggy. 

We got cracking with the flying in perfect conditions. Two guys in the 

Basic class, Kim Clarke and newbie young Ryan Berger. A close battle 

between the pair of them over 8 rounds, with old age and treachery 

overcoming youth and enthusiasm this time. 

Sportsman was a busy class with the juniors Ruben Woods and Kaden 

Newman having a very close contest for the top spot. 10 rounds later 

Ruben flying his new Pilot RC 70cc Extra emerged the victor, with Kaden 

Jon and Ryan Berger 
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flying a 35cc Pilot very close behind, having won the unknown round by 

a few points. Jon Berger was a shoe in for 3rd place, but the lure of the 5 

hour drive home, followed by 5 more hours watching other cars going 

round and round was too much, and he bailed early on Sunday morning 

missing the second days flying. SkyGo ? Derek Whelan was 3rd with 

Dean Hill, now having moved up from Basic, and also flying a 70cc Extra 

was 4th. Jon Berger in 5th. Sportsman flew 10 rounds. The question is, 

where was Baldrick ? 

Intermediate was looking like it was set to be a very busy class, but a few 

last minute exits saw the numbers dwindle down to 3. However things are 

looking really good for Intermediate with a number of guys moving up 

from Sportsman now. Youngster Dom Clarke destroyed the field for the 

win here, flying a range of models over the weekend, and also providing 

some freestyle entertainment at the end of the day. Dom has now moved 

up from Sportsman, and by the looks of things, won’t be hanging around 

in Intermediate for too long !! He just needs to learn that when the timer 

goes off, hovering time ended 2 mins ago !!  

A few lucky escapes here, however 

it seems not long after his luck ran 

out ? Dad on the repair menu. 

Andrew Stiver aka “Stinky” was 

second in Intermediate flying his 

new model, an ex John Knox 120cc 

Laser. Andrew was our chief chef 

for the weekend and had the 

Saturday night roast looking better 

than some of his snaps !!  

Lyndon Perry was 3rd in 

Intermediate, another promotion up 

from Sportsman. There were some 

moments of brilliance in there, and 

some … wait till the end of the 

season and we shall see, moments !! 
Lyndon enjoying a two 

minute break 
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Advanced …. Aunty Grant has been promoted. That right mister, no more 

Intermediate for you, time for some big boys pants. Stop complaining and 

get on with it. What’s more he got a promo point !! Unlimited is calling. 

 

Unlimited …. Bogan was the only guy that showed up. John Knox 

couldn’t get away from the farm, and Hamish Galloway was at a 

conference talking about how to sell more petrol to the unsuspecting 

public at even more ridiculous prices. 

 

 

 

Promo points ? These guys all got one. Kim Clarke, Ryan Berger, Ruben 

Woods, Kaden Newman, Dom Clarke, Grant Finlay. Only the first comp 

of the season, plenty to go, I’ll get started on the series results table soon. 

Auntie’s Yak 

“It says here you’re supposed to be doing a 

loop” 
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Saturday night. As mentioned already, a great feed organised by Mr 

Stiver, and a few beers and wines at the Taniwha Bar. However … CD 

starting to feel pretty unwell, still, and so he had hardly and beers and went 

to bed early. I know !!! Next morning woke up feeling even worse. Going 

to bed early can’t be good for you it seems. 

Sunday the weather was mint, again. Plenty more flying, and then into 

Unknown rounds. We had things all wrapped up by mid afternoon and 

folks were on their way home. 

Juniors !! What an awesome thing to see 4 juniors all flying at Galatea. 

These guys are all in the same year at school too. Year 10. (4th form for 

us old school). The funny thing is, they were all sporting a bit of a 

moustache. Plus we were missing a few other regular juniors too. This 

bodes well for the season, let’s keep them keen. As I always say, if there 

is a Junior in your class, they are probably going to kick your butt, so the 

sooner you come to terms with that the better … however the good news 

is they quickly move up a class, and become someone else’s problem !! 

 

 

Check the calendar, tons of comps coming up and the next Galatea IMAC 

is end of November. 

The Juniors at G Town 
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In case you missed club night 

 

 
 

October club night was our Buy, Sell and Swap evening.  The membership 

turnout was very good with the largest gathering of the year. 

 

And here’s some field action for you 
 

 

 
Sel…………..Ready 
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Set 

 

 
Go 

 

Why weren’t you at G Town Sel? 
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Top – Gordon getting his Cessna started 

Middle – Some in flight action 

Bottom – Alan with his Gypsy Moth 
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Parting Shot 
 

 

 
 

Kent Patterson – Te Anau Modellers, slope soaring a Lidl and came to 

grief, there was just one (dead) tree. Photo courtesy of Ivan Krippner. 
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Coming Events 2022 

 

What’s On, When and Where 
 

 

November2022 

 
• RC Pattern Precision Aerobatics Competition 

November 5, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa 

• RC Scale Winter Blowout Training Day 

November 5, 2022 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa 

(Matamata) 

• RC Vintage Competition - Ngatea 

November 5, 2022 - @ Thames Blackfeet Flyers, Torehape Road East 

•  RC Racing Pylon Series 

November 6, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa 

• HMAC Club Night  

November 9 @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A Maeroa Road 

(behind the tennis pavilion) 

• RC Aerobatics Competition – North Shore MAC 

November 12, 2022 - @ North Shore MAC, 60 Green Road Albany, Dairy Flat, 

Auckland 

• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-In – Bi-Planes and Civil Scale 

November 13, 2022 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 

• RC Scale and Sport Scale Competition - Waharoa 

November 19, 2022 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa 

(Matamata) 

• MFHB 75th Anniversary Meeting 

November 19 – November 20, 2022 @ Awatoto Field, Hawkes Bay 

• IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea 

November 25, 2022 - November 27, 2022 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea 

• Glider Aerotow Event – Matamata Goat Farm 

November 25, 2022 - November 27, 2022 @ 1031 Old Te Aroha Road 

• HMAC Float Plane Day @Lake D (confirmed)  

November 27, 2022 9:00am @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs 
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December2022 
• RC Pylon Racing Series – Xmas BBQ 

December 3 – December 4, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, 

Pukekawa 

• Warbirds on Parade (Full size airshow – Ardmore) 

 December 4, 2022 9:00 am - @ Ardmore Airport, Auckland, 9am-4pm, $30    

Adult entry  

•  RC Pattern Precision Aerobatics Competition – Waharoa Masters 

December 10, 2022 - December 11, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers 

Road, Waharoa (Matamata) 

•  HMAC Xmas BBQ and Funfly (date to be confirmed)  

December 11, 2022 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 

• HMAC Xmas Club Night Meeting 

December 14, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 

Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

 

 

January 2023 
• MFNZ National Championships – Multiple Events 

January 1, 2023 - January 6, 2023 @ MFNZ Nationals, Carterton 

 

Also lets not forget: 
 

 

           Notice for Pilots wishing to attend 
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Please refer to the clubs website for any 

cancellations or additions to programmed 
events 

 
 
 

Next Flight Lines December 2022 
December Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 7 December 2022 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 
 

 

 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/

